Parties in the labour movement was eroded, and many struggled towards the new expressions of socialist democracy known Euro-Communism.
In Australia, in July 1956, John Manifold still celebrated the victories of Communism in his 'Red Rosary', published in the literary journal Overland. Its twelve poems commemorate such heroes and events as Bolivar liberating Haiti in 1817, the successive uprisings of the Parisians, the miners' revolt at the Eureka Stockade, victory over fascism in Europe, and Easter Week in Dublin, 1916 . The sequence revolves around the seventh poem, 'Death of Stalin', which portrays Stalin as author of victory in peace and war, uniting in himself the revolutionary history of humankind and the times and places of the vast realm whose peoples had built the first communist society. The splendour of his penultimate line thuds into the false homeliness of the last. The contrast ironically and unwittingly foreshadows the gap that was to open between the vast hopes that had been placed on Stalin and the truth emerging about the real nature of his tyranny and the state that made it possible. By 1967, Overland was publishing Dorothy Hewett's 'Hidden Journey', where the poet tries to come to terms with the deception that had been practised on her, and her wilful blindness that saw but would not see:
In 1952, in the year of Stalin, I came to Russia, And saw the flowers growing out of the blinkers on my eyes, Saw the statues in the squares with their heads blown off, The stumps in their thick stone necks stuffed up with roses. 3 This essay examines the personal journeys made by many Australian intellectuals between these two points, and to show the price they paid for their commitment and its loss.
I
Many activists in the Communist Party of Australia have since explained how they accepted the claims of Party officials that Khrushchev's so-called secret speech was a fabrication. Their acceptance is easier to understand when we reflect that the only official report they would have seen was the official report Khrushchev delivered at the Congress. This was translated and published by the Foreign Languages Press in Moscow, and follows the traditional pattern of Party statements, making great claims of progress in all fields, noting a few failings of bureaucracy or zeal, and calling on the membership to renew their efforts to eliminate these faults and continue the great work of building socialism. 12 . It specifically notes some failures in Khrushchev's own field of agriculture, but it also praises the success of the Party in uniting behind the leadership after Stalin's death. Only the most determined sceptic might have notices that Lenin rather than Stalin is praised as the fount of all wisdom, but this could be easily dismissed as the tactic of a new leader establishing his own authority within the Party tradition. Even the condemnation of Beria fits this pattern:
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The imperialists had placed special hopes in their old agent, Beria, who had perfidiously wound his way into leading posts in the Party and the Government. The Central Committee resolutely put as end to the criminal conspiracy of that dangerous enemy and his accomplices. (pp. 118-19.) Even the explanation that Beria and his associates were a "gang of contemptible traitors" who had "fabricated false evidence against honest leading workers and rank and file Soviet citizens" pp. 119, 112) would not shock members accustomed to show trials where hitherto admired leaders were suddenly found guilty of betraying the Party.
The so-called secret speech is however utterly convincing, and constitutes a thorough repudiation of all the Party faithful had been expected to believe for so many years. 13 Khrushchev attacks not simply leading members of the Party, but Stalin himself: the Great Helmsman, saviour of the Revolution and war hero. Using Lenin as the standard of proper Party procedures and conduct, Khrushchev argues that Stalin, after initially giving a positive lead during the revolution, the Civil War and the early fight for socialism, has betrayed everything Marx, Lenin and the Party stood for. He indicts Stalin for fabricating evidence against innocent leaders in the series of show trials that began in the thirties, for leaving the nation unprepared for the German invasion and deserting its military during the war, for deporting whole peoples without any justification, and for concentrating all power in his own hands at the cost of the party and its collective leadership. In short, he has been responsible for "grave perversions of party principles, of party democracy, of revolutionary legality." The Central committee, he explains, has resolved to lay the facts before the Congress because "not all …fully realize fully the political consequences resulting from the cult of the individual, and … the accumulation of immense and limitless power in the hands of one person …"(pp. [7] [8] This was a challenge to Party leadership everywhere, but those who followed the Party line saw the issue as a question of loyalty and discipline. John Sendy accepted that the reports of the "secret speech" were substantially accurate, but believed that, to prevent a wholesale exodus from the Party, the speech should not be circulated among members.
14 His criticism of the Party leadership was that it acted too precipitately against dissidents when the contents of the speech did become known. He did however harbour doubts about the simplistic attitude of Ralph Gibson that "whatever assists forward the struggle for socialism is good and whatever hinders it is bad." Gibson himself claimed to respect those who left the Party over the Hungarian issue (although Sendy doubts this), and to have followed too rigid a line towards independent thinkers, but on the whole he accepted the outcome of events in Hungary, claiming that the Kadar government was the most popular the country had ever had. 15 Eric Aarons, despite some doubts, accepted the necessity of getting on with the job of Party work. 16 Keith McEwen felt it ushered in a period of bitterness that developed his doubts about the Party leadership, but for the time he too, like Aarons, remained within the Party. 17 These accounts all emphasise the strategic effects on the Australian Party of Khrushchev's speech and the Soviet invasion of Hungary, although McEwen Although this did not happen, there was a significant departure of intellectualsRalph Gibson estimates that one hundred members, mostly intellectuals, all left over the issue. He dismissed those who left as having lost sight of "the deep contradictions within the capitalist system that doom it to final defeat". 20 Even the published accounts of those who left the Party at the time deal only cursorily with the emotional effects and the need for a radical realignment of their whole politics. 21 Ian Turner wrote of the ideological adjustments required to bring him to the point of leaving: "to redefine one's attitude to the world communist movement; to restate the meaning of socialism; and to assert a new relationship to the Australian radical and labour movements." 22 Audrey Blake published her 1966 letter of resignation, in which she not only explains the reasons that had led her to her decision, but also provides a generous vision of an alternative and inclusive movement for socialism. 23 It is in the personal papers and the letters they exchanged at the time that we find a much more dramatic account of the relationship between the personal and the public in their commitments to socialism and the Communist Party as the vehicle for a socialist Australia. These suggest that the split in the Communist Party, rather than being an internal affair, marked the end of any single vision of a socialist future. The split set intellectuals against officials. Several courted expulsion by circulating Khrushchev's speech or by setting up new forums for discussion. Sydney Central Committee member Eddie Roe explained to Dorothy Hewett that "these comrades have been with us for a long time, but now the time has come to say 'good-bye'; our paths divide-they to move back into the ranks of the capitalist class they never really abandoned, we to go on together to fight in the great struggles that lie ahead, the struggles of the working class of Australia against monopoly, for jobs, socialism and world peace." 24 Leading officials like Lance Sharkey in Sydney and Ted Hill in Melbourne believed in the necessity of a global Party united under an unquestioned leader. Their refusal to allow Party debate on Khrushchev's conclusions, or even to acknowledge his speech, was due not only to their instinct for secrecy and control. It arose from their inability to accept his premises. Alastair Davidson suggests that these unresolved disputes led eventually to the 1962 split into separate Parties with competing allegiances to the Moscow and Peking. 25 Many members who resigned or were expelled at this time found that the necessity of coming to their own conclusions outside Party directions was in itself liberating. After the final break with the Party, David Martin wrote to Murray-Smith that "for the the first time we, communists, are in a majority and free to express ourselves. So there is hope and no need for discouragement ." 26 Ken Gott later recalled this period as intellectually one of the most stimulating of his life. "One was fighting to learn the truth, and in the process fighting one's way out of a closed system which made it impossible to recognise truth-and which denied that objective truth existed, or was a C:\Documents and Settings\staff\Desktop\Eprints\eprints\Mclaren\End of an Affair2-rev.doc 19/05/06 good thing even if it did exist." 27 The truth was as painful as it was liberating, for it faced these activists with the fact that the cause they had committed their lives to contradicted the ideals that had led them to it. As Zoe O'Leary wrote, "the greatest nightmare of all was the disclosure that it had not been the enemy armies of war nor the class enemy that had been persecuted, vilified and murdered: but tried and trusted comrades." 28 Jim Staples in Sydney, after reading Khrushchev's secret speech in the weekly edition of The New York Times, wrote to the Party Executive, calling for full discussion in the Party press. In Melbourne, Gott acted similarly, without success. Staples and Brian Walsh, secretary of the Sydney University branch of the Party and a leading member of the Labor Club, a hardliner who was becoming disillusioned with the confusion between the Peace Movement and Soviet foreign policy, decided to reproduce it and circulate it among Party members. Walsh accepted the need to discuss the document, but withdrew from the project when Staples insisted on its authenticity. Staples went ahead and printed 500 copies with the assistance of his business partner, Gordon Barton, a member of the Liberal Party. A Party member did the typing, Staples paid for the paper, and the artist Rod Shaw designed the cover Ken Gott circulated the speech in Melbourne, and early in 1957 Stephen Murray-Smith joined with them in an attempt to start a debate within the party. 29 In July 1956 the Party did publish the response of the CPSU to 'The Stalin Question' as a special supplement to Tribune. This attributed the problem to "the cult of the individual", which it hopefully condemned as an "aberration". Meanwhile, the Executive refused to publish "misinformed or misleading material" like the statement by Staples, and promised to discuss his errors with him. 30 Ted Hill successfully moved at an Executive meeting that the speech not be discussed within the Party. Hill characterised the dissidents as a noisy minority who had never been genuine MarxistLeninists-a claim Turner agreed was not entirely unfair. But Turner also held that the real motivation was to ensure that the leadership maintained its power over the Party. Their control of the Party was in reality at no time in danger, for the dissidents were at all times a minority of intellectuals who were not even organised as a faction. 31 Hungary was the crucial factor in moving Ken Gott into opposition to the Party. Huddled over an inadequate short-wave wireless set, hoping that "real communists would turn back the Red Army," he agonised over the fate of the Hungarian friends he had met during his time in Europe.
A crushing sense of inadequacy comes down on me, even now, when I think of Hungary and the events there late in 1956. The uprising of the youth, the intellectuals and the workers of Budapest was in the name of Communism and against the Red Army. I had friends there, like Tibor Meray the journalist and novelist, and without being told I knew which side of the barricades they were on … Hungary had revealed Communism in its most macabre and sadistic mood-the Rajk frame-up. Later it was to be the setting for the ultimate in treachery-when Nagy was lured from the Yugoslav The refusal to allow full discussion on Stalin had left the Party in poor shape to respond to events in Hungary. The most public disenchantment came from Eric Lambert, who had remained in England after the Helsinki Peace Conference. He travelled from London to Budapest to see for himself the reality of the Russian invasion, and returned disconsolate. He published his denunciation in the conservative Sydney Daily Telegraph, and was duly vilified by Party members for giving comfort to the enemy. It was even suggested that he had not actually gone to Hungary. In a letter to Murray-Smith, David Martin refuted this allegation, stating that he had met Lambert in Hungary during the uprising. However, he doubted his reliability. "as a factual observer." Martin acknowledged that there had been "bloody and ugly fighting," but denied that any of the outrages Lambert claimed had occurred. The top priority, he believed, was to preserve what remained of a socialist foundation in Hungary, and to find out how "the fascists got their chance". The former regime was partly responsible, as it had allowed industrialisation to advance too rapidly, and had violated "inner-party democracy". The first Soviet invasion had been a mistake -the workers' councils who had provided the backbone of the rising were genuine, and the revolution was not fascist. However, he justified the later military action as a response to foreign intervention that threatened Soviet interests. 33 This view was widely shared. The Melbourne University branch of the Party, apparently at Ken Gott's instigation, circulated an unsigned circular calling on the Political Committee of the Party to discuss the matter. 34 The branch wrote to the Political Committee of the CPA condemning the Soviet response to events in Poland and Hungary as a "mistake". "We feel," it insisted, politely but firmly, "that the CPSU may have acted incorrectly in interrupting a meeting of the central committee of the Polish United Workers' Party and attacking sections of the Polish press in Pravda, and that the Soviet government may have made a grave error when it responded to Nagy's request for Soviet military aid in the Hungarian revolt." It concluded with a request that the political or central committee discuss these matter and inform this branch of the results of the discussions. The executive responded by commencing attempts to have Gott expelled. 35 The editors of both Tribune in Sydney and the Guardian in Melbourne refused to publish correspondence from the dissidents. A letter to Gott on behalf of the Guardian noted that a "small but vocal group" was trying "to create freedom for factional groupings within our Party." This group had established a Socialist Forum, which Party members were instructed not to support. 36 The Party's response to these developments appeared as a statement published in the Melbourne Guardian reporting the expulsion of Ian Turner. The statement, from the state committee, reported an outbreak of revisionism among some Party members, and their challenge to the principles of democratic centralism. It insisted that "the Communist Party … is based upon the utmost democracy for its members, majority decisions prevailing, all The probable author of this statement was Ted Hill, who later, after first obtaining approval from Peking, later led his own faction out of the Party to establish the Maoist Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist). 38 
II
Growing up in interwar Europe, the writer David Martin had been forced to choose between the right and the left, and having chosen, was able to suppress his doubts for twenty years. Now he sought comfort and guidance from Murray-Smith, who could only respond by expressing his own worries and small consolations:
When & if you are in extremis please remember that there are others in the water too; and no matter how pressing or deep one's own problem, there is never a time when solidarity is a shrunken cicada-case of a concept. At the moment, like you, I feel I am wandering and lonely. Partly I am glad I feel like that. We all should, sometimes, & some of us should now. Then partly I feel that there are jobs worth doing yet, a hundred little jobs that we who are humanists must keep on with and on with. I am sometimes angry if I feel deserted when it is my extremity as well as others. I need help. I represent no 'establishment'. Whether or not you want my sympathy, help or suggestions, I want yours. Now, at "a time when the challenge to socialist humanism has never been more insidious" he exhorted Martin to carry out the duty of the intellectual and write. 39 Martin did this, getting on with his novels, stories, essays and newspaper columns. He even came to look at Stalin dispassionately, acknowledging his wartime achievements as well as his monstrous betrayals. But it was only many years later that he recognised his own self-deception, the willing belief that had made him complicit in the betrayals. dissidents, from the behaviour or our own little Stalins here, etc etc etc etc etc. Khrushchev's revelations were not so very revelatory to me . . . And yet the official admission nearly finished me off. Why? Basically, I suppose, because the "faith" ingredient is so strong … in me, in all human beings. I deduce from its universal strength that it must be almost a basic human instinct sort of thing … But still, very bad and deplorable! If man cannot learn to act faithfully without "faith", then there is little collective hope for him, because in the end "faith" always leads back (or forward) to oppression. You can do the most appalling things in the name of the very noblest faith. 40 By this time, he had abandoned his faith not only in Communism, but in the faith in human perfectibility that sustains it. "Oh, hell!" he continued, "Down with the Rousseau-Christian-Libertarian-Marxist bullshit about a 'new man'. " This implied a rejection of the fundamental Marxist belief that social being determines consciousness. As this belief became doctrine, it justified Stalinist tyranny by shifting the blame for any shortcomings in the economy or society from the system itself, and the opportunities it gave for bungling and tyranny, from the system itself to individuals in whom a pre-revolutionary consciousness supposedly lived on. Martin came to recognise that "That's where half the misery begins, with this back-to-thewomb yearning for a living, warm, succourant, revolutionary newness of life!" Now, he saw the longing for a new kind of humanity as a refusal of life and its basic animality. Socialism, like art or literature, he decided, depended on gazing at life steadfastly and making the best of it. He was able to reach this conclusion only after a long struggle to free himself both from the dogma that concealed the truth of experience and from the idealism that produced the dogma. After the crisis of 1956 he saw that the left needed to abandon monolithic structures and find new organisational forms that would still be militant and linked with the actual proletariat, but would also be "more moral and profoundly humanist." For the moment, however, he was tired of the struggle, and needed to recover himself in readiness for the time when he would be "in the ring again with everybody else," although knowing more clearly what the fight was really about. His personal struggle was nothing less than a fight to recover the core of his artistic being, "the most painful battle to find again the innermost springs of my creativeness."
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A year later, when Murray-Smith and Turner left the Party, Martin found himself once more invigorated for the political struggle. "I am taking the first opportunity," he wrote, "of being able to write to send you both greetings and solidarity." 42 Ian Turner recognised in him the incurable romantic. "David is, whether he wears the label or not, a revolutionary romantic. The revolution around the corner -Cuba, Congo, Algeria, even Bolivia -the further the corner the better -is always the one that is going to work. At last Atlantis. And if not this revolution … than all we must do is isolate the opportunities and start again." Turner recognised that this quality was common to the intellectuals who had rallied to Communism after the war. They were "optimistic pessimists," knowing, despite the dogma, that "no revolution will work, ever, because you can't change human nature. rosary.)" The excitement, the flame that kept their idealism alive, even against the rigidity of the leadership, was the revolution itself. "What follows the revolution is ashes, but the revolution is fire." This led him to accept the "politics of permanent protest", a position close to the one reached by Camus in The Rebel. But Turner also saw the need for "a new Marxism founded on what is; a new understanding of what is possible, based on the important moral protests -because these are the levers which will move our society; and a new alignment which … recognises a community of protesters, from Moscow to Melbourne -they are all our people."
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In 1961 Martin published an essay on Stalin, which typically went against the grain in refusing to condemn him. Rather, he took aim at Stalin's heirs, who were bent on vilifying him, removing his traces from history as they removed his corpse from mausoleum in Red Square, while concealing their own part in his history as well as their continuing enjoyment of his legacy. In this essay Martin explores his own memories of Stalin, back to when he read of him in a muddy dugout during the Spanish Civil War and heard his words after the Nazis invaded Russia. He remembers him both as the man who fashioned the future and as the tyrant who feared "the tempestuous, creative fire of the masses" whose energies he invoked. He remembers, too, the sycophancy that made Party members blind to his faults and oblivious to his tyranny. He concludes that Stalin "stood for the future, not the past; he helped the present to vanquish the past and at that point it vanquished him, and his memory threatens to become part of the bonfire." 44 
III
The immediate problem for those who left the Party was their relationship to their former comrades. For its part, the Party routinely accused them of peculation and sexual deviation, and instructed its members to have nothing to do with them. Some of those who had left became virulent anti-Communists, others tried to maintain friendly personal relations and to continue to work together for socialism by emphasising matters of agreement rather than of dispute. Gott insisted that the truth must be told. You know what saved me, Ian. KNOWLEDGE OF THE CLASS STRUGGLE … 45 The passion of Devanny's letter shows the enormous faith she had invested in Communism and the Soviet Union. This same passion however led many members to believe that it was in fact the Soviet Union that had betrayed their faith. Eventually, over a thousand members either left of their own accord or were expelled. 46 For 
IV
The departure of so many was a blow to the intellectual strength of the Party, from which it never fully recovered, but it also left the departing members adrift politically and personally. As Turner recalled in a letter to his father-in-law, Itzhak Gust, It might have been different if we (that is, the 1956-58 "revisionists") had had an organisation. I remember being involved in a heated argument at your place soon after I was expelled …What was I going to do? Join the Labor Party?-hard decision. I was right in joining the Labor partythere's no way around that, unhappily. But what I didn't yet realise was what the lack of a Marxist organisation would mean. The C.P. was out, of course; even if I hadn't been expelled, I'd had a gut-full. I was, emotionally, totally unable to accept the attempt of the leadership to deny, to the members, the truth-or even the reality-of Khrushchev's secret report. Bernie [Taft] tried to talk me out of that, saying we had to hasten slowly, but I had enough of the intellectual left in me to say that, if that was the truth (as I believed) we had to face it, & to analyse the consequences -including, as the final crunch, the rehabilitation of Trotsky. But the Trots were also out, because-although I came to accept a Trotskyite (or rather Deutscherite) analysis of the Soviet Union, I couldn't accept their strategy. All that there was was a loose group of intellectuals, a handful in Melbourne & a handful in Sydney, gathered more or less around Outlook (all honour to Helen), but still much too loose to develop a new and systematic analysis. Today I think that we should have immediately founded a Socialist League. It would have been Marxist in orientation, revolutionary in perspective, and social-democratic in immediate, day-to-day practice … I was in such a state of revulsion from my previous near-absolute certainty about what ought to be done that I was inhibited from acting by my own uncertainty. 48 His experience of the Party method of moving from abstract principles to current analysis had implanted in him a deep distrust of his ability as a theorist, and for the time he was content to take refuge in political pragmatism, in socialising and good fellowship, and in odd topics that caught his interest. Thus he consciously set himself against Lenin's warning about Beethoven, which had always struck him as rather inhuman He decided to escape from the tyranny of theory by a return to history and the fetishism of documents. He went back to the revolutionary movements of the nineteenth century and wrote a doctoral thesis, later a book, on industrial labour and politics in Australia from 1900 to 1921. V Although the Party press heaped vilified those who had deserted its ranks, the response from ordinary Party members was more mixed. An old comrade, Bernie Meyer, wrote to Murray-Smith expressing his understanding and inviting him to a C:\Documents and Settings\staff\Desktop\Eprints\eprints\Mclaren\End of an Affair2-rev.doc 19/05/06 joint function to celebrate Bernie's birthday and to raise money for the Party. In response, Murray-Smith explained that he did not intend to divorce himself "from the millions of mankind struggling for socialism and a better life", but rather to work for the peace and cultural movements in an atmosphere not "stultified by increasingly bitter and dogmatic internal ideological arguments." Equally importantly, he was determined that his resignation would not affect his " relations which hundreds of comrades like yourself, which are very close and precious to me, and from which I draw strength and what knowledge of humanity I prize most." Murray-Smith had however apparently moved well away from believing that revolution led by a vanguard party was the way to socialism, and had long since become, as he confessed to Staples, "a bourgeois constitutionalist." 49 His letter to Meyer shows the idealism and broad humanism that led to the belief that any socialist party must demonstrate the moral qualities of the society it aspires to realise.
The main things are that bitterness should not prevail, that comradeliness would continue, that gossip and slanders should not circulate, that we should strive more than ever to understand and help each other.
I have found in conversation with hundreds of party members like yourself that there is not one issue on which we really disagree with each other; but when you get up top and involved in the apparatus, you know, these issues get blown up and magnified into enormities! The Party's failures to realise its ideals in its own practice had, in his view, split it from the working class it purported to lead, but, despite everything, he remained confident in the future. "The breach is I hope in no sense unbridgeable, nor have my ideas altered from the ideas I have held for many years." He concluded by reasserting his belief in the historical inevitability of "a future socialist world of brotherhood." 50 . While Bernie accepted these arguments, not all of his comrades were so understanding. One wrote, as much in anger as in sorrow, to say that of course he was distressed personally, but that, although he didn't want to preach, he wanted to say that his general imprecation to the left-wing intellectual was "For Christ's sake hang on to history." This in effect meant clinging to the Party leadership and the Party interpretation of events above all else. "Am I being trite." He wondered, "to suggest that your differences are not really those of principle but perhaps mainly of personalities? Is Ted Hill really such a bastard as a lot of you Melbournians say he is? When you say Turner has been provoked (and you also by implication) into expulsion resignation [sic] from the Party, are you not admitting that you have given away to a possible fault of your leadership in not correctly handling cadres? If this is so, is it not possible that you and Turner are adopting a disagreement in principle with the Party which places you in a position that you can no longer be members of the Party?"
The writer admits that he had taken much the same view as Murray-Smith about the Nagy execution, but after writing to a Social Democratic friend in Queensland on the subject he found myself ending not with a conclusion but a question: ""Was the execution of Nagy necessary and essential to preserve the rule of Socialist forces in Hungary? You don't know the answer, neither do I, only history can eventually tell us." (I will add that, being partisans we must accept the stand-point of our side unless there is overwhelming evidence in rebuttal.) 51 In reply, Murray-Smith explained that the rifts at the top of the Party prevented effective work at lower levels, including the cultural, and deplored the narrowness, ingrownness and bitterness that resulted. In a further letter, he explained that he thought he would join the Labor Party, where at least in working against one kind of tyranny he would not feel he "was working for another kind of society, with many marvellously good aspects, but carrying within it the seeds of another kind of tyranny." In this spirit of co-operation he was even able to find kind words for Judah Waten, with whom he had engaged in "fascinatingly interesting discussions," and had worked to organise a writers' protest to the federal government about the Namatjira case. All this seemed much more important than "interminable dogmatic arguments on sterile phrases like "socialist realism", by the side of which hagiological arguments of the mediaeval schoolmen on the subject of how many angels can stand on a pin's head seem child's play…" This did not mollify his correspondent, who as late as 1961 was still hoping that his lost leader would return. "Pity about you copulating with the A.L.P", he wrote, "and not yet applying for re-admission to you know what-but still we can't all be perfect I suppose."
52

VI
The people whose lives are examined here were public intellectuals who have made significant contributions as writers and editors to the way we understand ourselves in relation to our past and to the world around us. Their eventual departure from the Communist Party highlights the strength of the ideals that had led them to it in the first place, but leaves open the question of how for so long they had been able to submit their intelligence to its inflexible and unimaginative bureaucracy. In part, their adherence was a product of their times. They grew up during the Great Depression and were young men and women during the Second World War. Most served in the military forces in the war against fascism and planned a peace that would establish free and just communities among all nations and peoples. Even after leaving the Party, they continued to seek the light on the hill that remains the elusive goal of socialists everywhere. Their time in the Communist party gave them discipline, but probably on balance diverted them from their political purpose.
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